OXIDATIVE ADDITION: GENERAL IDEAS
A critical difference between the transition metals and the organic elements is the
ability of the former to exist in multiple oxidation states. In fact, the redox
flexibility of the transition metals and the redox obstinacy of the organic elements
work wonderfully together. Why? Imagine the transition metal as a kind of
matchmaker for the organic elements. Transition metals can take on additional
covalent bonds (oxidation), switch out ligands (substitution), then release new
covalent bonds (reduction). The resulting organic products remain unfazed by the
metal’s redox insanity. Talk about a match made in heaven!
The following series of posts will deal with the first step of this process, oxidation.
More specifically, we’ll discuss the oxidation of transition metals via formal
insertion into covalent bonds, also known as oxidative addition (OA). Although
we often think of oxidative addition as an elementary reaction of organometallic
chemistry, it is not an elementary mechanistic step. In fact, oxidative addition can
proceed through a variety of mechanisms. Furthermore, any old change in
oxidation state does not an oxidative addition make (that almost rhymes…).
Formally, the attachment of an electrophile to a metal center (e.g., protonation)
represents oxidation, but we shouldn’t call this oxidative addition, since two
ligands aren’t entering the fray. Instead, we call this oxidative ligation (OL).

Oxidative addition involves formal bond insertion and the introduction of two new
ligands to the metal. Oxidative ligation, OTOH, involves the coordination of only
one new ligand, an electrophile.
Protonation is (formally) a kind of oxidation. Who knew?! SN2 reactions with the
metal as nucleophile are also oxidative ligations. Of course, if the leaving group
comes back and forms a new bond to the metal, we’re back to oxidative addition.
Both reactions lead to an increase in the oxidation state of the metal by two units
and a decrease in the d electron count of the metal by two electrons. However, note
how the total electron count changes in each case. The total electron count does not
change during an oxidative ligation. Think of it this way: the new ligand brings no
electrons with it to the complex. On the other hand, the total electron count of the
complex actually increases by two electrons during oxidative addition. As a
result, eighteen-electron complexes do not undergo oxidative addition. Carve that
sucker on a stone tablet. Seventeen-electron complexes can undergo oxidative
addition via bimolecular OA reactions, which leave X on one metal center and Y
on another.

What are the mechanisms of oxidative addition, anyway? Let’s begin with the
“concerted” mechanism, which can be thought of as σ-complex formation followed
by insertion. The metal first sidles up to the X–Y bond and a σ complex forms
(ligand dissociation may be required first). As we’ve seen, σ complexes M(X2) are
tautomeric with their M(X)2 forms. When back donation from the metal is strong
enough, the σ complex disappears and M(X)2 is all that remains. The metal has
been formally oxidized: oxidative addition!

Concerted oxidative addition: σ complex formation followed by insertion.
There are several variations on this theme. When X and Y are different, the σ
complex is skewed and approach to the metal “asynchronous.” When the metal
isn’t a great nucleophile, the reaction may stop at the σ-complex stage.
Other mechanisms of oxidative addition require multiple steps and the formation of
polar

or

radical

intermediates.

An

important

two-step, polar mechanism

involves SN2 attack of a nucleophilic metal on an electrophile, followed by
coordination of the leaving group to the metal center. What we might call SN1-type
mechanisms, involving dissociation of the electrophile before nucleophilic attack
by the metal, also occur (HCl and other strong acids operate like this). Finally,
both non-chain and chain radical mechanisms are possible in reactions of metal
complexes with alkyl halides. We’ll dive into these mechanisms in more detail in
upcoming posts.
Hopefully from this general discussion, you’ve gleaned a few trends. The
metal must have a stable oxidation state two units higher than its current OS for
oxidative addition to occur. For the reaction to work well, the metal typically needs

to be electron rich (and in a relatively low oxidation state) and the organic
compound needs to be electron poor. To see why, consider that during oxidative
addition, the metal formally loses two d electrons. Furthermore, the main-group
atoms X and Y gain electron density, since the new M–X and M–Y bonds are
likely polarized toward X and Y. The metal needs to bear two open coordination
sites (not necessarily at the same time) for oxidative addition to occur, because two
new ligands enter the metal’s coordination sphere. Since the new ligands need
space, steric hindrance tends to discourage oxidative addition. Oftentimes ligand
dissociation is required before oxidative addition can occur; in many of these
cases, the rate of dissociation influences the overall rate of the reaction.

Factors affecting the kinetics and thermodynamics of oxidative addition.
Lastly, it’s worth commenting that oxidative addition is the microscopic reverse
of reductive elimination, the formal deinsertion of M–X and M–Y to form M and
X–Y. This fact means that the mechanism of a reductive elimination reaction is the
same as that of the corresponding oxidative addition run “backwards in time.”
Factors that encourage oxidative addition discourage reductive elimination,
and vice versa.
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